Electrochemical polymerization of aniline monomers infiltrated into well-ordered truncated eggshell structures of polyelectrolyte multilayers.
The use of nanosphere lithography to construct two-dimensional arrays of polystyrene (PS) particles coated with multilayered polyelectrolyte (PE) shells and truncated eggshell structures composed of PE thin layers is reported. The truncated eggshell PE structures were produced by extraction of the PS particle cores with toluene. The core-extraction process ruptures the apex of the PE coating and causes a slight expansion of the PE thin layers. Aniline hydrochloride was infiltrated into the PE shells and subsequently electropolymerized to yield an array of a composite containing polyaniline (PAni) and PE thin shells. Voltammetric, quartz crystal microbalance, and reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopic measurements indicate that aniline monomers were confined within the thin PE shells and the electropolymerization occurred in the interior of the PE shell. The PE thickness governs the amount of infiltrated monomer and the ultimate loading of the PAni in the truncated eggshell structure. Surface-structure imaging by atomic force microscopy and scanning electron microscopy, carried out after each step of the fabrication process, shows the influence of the PE thickness on the organization and dimensions of the arrays. Thus, the PE thin shells composed of different layers can function as nanometer-sized vessels for the entrapment of charged species for further construction of composite materials and surface modifications. This approach affords a new avenue for the synthesis of new materials that combine the unique properties of conductive polymers and the controllability of template-directed surface reactions.